
Preparation

Thoroughly wash the tiles with a strong detergent and a rough scouring pad, paying

particular attention to areas where dirt can build up such as grout lines, cracks in the

tiles and corners.

1.

After the detergent wash, you should give another deep clean with fresh hot water to

ensure there is no residue from the cleaning agent. After wiping with a clean dry white

rag the rag should appear as clean as it was prior to wiping.

2.

Once you are satisfied that the surface is spotlessly clean, you should give the entire

area a light sand. This takes any glossiness from the surface and aids adhesion of the

paint. Make sure to remove all dust, preferably with a vacuum cleaner. Lastly use a

clean damp rag to remove any fine particles of dust. 

3.

Allow 24hrs to dry after washing. The surface may appear dry, but there can still be

moisture in cracks and the grout lines. Moderate heat will help the drying process.

Moving the paint into a warm room 24 hours prior to application will create the ideal

working temperature for this product

4.

Following sufficient drying time you can begin painting using the mixing ratios below.5.
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The surface must be free from all traces of oil, grease and dirt. Failure to remove

contaminants, even at a microscopic level, could negatively affect the performance

and the appearance of the paint.



Mixing The Paint

Apply two coats.1.

Once you mix the paint and hardener together, you have 4 hours to use it, so only mix

what is required for one coat of paint at a time.

2.

Find the 5:1 side on the mixing cup provided. (Assuming you have purchased the floor

tile kit.)

3.

Fill to the relevant ‘A’ line with the large blue can of Temadur 20. Fill to the lowest ‘A’

when mixing a small amount of paint and the top ‘A’ if you want to mix the maximum

amount of paint

4.

Fill to the corresponding “B” line with the small silver can of Hardener 008 7590 5.

Using the 1048 thinners provided fill to the relevant 10% line6.

Mix slowly and thoroughly taking care to scrape the sides and bottom of the cup to make

sure no paint is left unmixed. Stir for a couple of minutes to ensure parts A and B are

mixed well.

7.
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NOTE: Remember to allow at least 6 hours for the priming coat to dry before applying
the finishing coat. Allow the finishing coat to dry for 24hrs before any use of the area.
The paint will be fully cured in 7 days, so treat the area with caution until this time.

Happy Upcycling! If you have any questions regarding this please get in touch with us
on Instagram at @Carlowpainthub


